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ABSTRACT PAGE
Precise spatial memory is imperative in activities such as locating a nest, acquisition of 
resources, establishment of territory boundaries, and migration. Impairment of spatial 
memory could therefore have serious implications for fitness, survival and reproductive 
success. Given that research has documented effects of methylmercury on spatial memory 
in mammals, and there are strong anatomical and functional similarities between mammals 
and birds in the hippocampus, a brain structure involved in spatial memory, I hypothesized 
that methylmercury would decrease spatial memory performance in birds. Using dietary 
methylmercury levels equivalent to those found at contamination sites, I found significant 
differences in spatial memory performance between mercury-treated birds and controls in 
both distance traveled (P=0.001, N=47) and number of feeders checked (P=0.001, N=47) 
to relocate a food reward by spatial memory.
I compared the spatial memory of zebra finches dosed on 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 ppm 
methylmercury from egg to adult on spatial memory tasks varying in the length of memory 
retention times. Birds had to relocate a food reward (by spatial cues) located in an 
unmarked feeder among 9 other empty unmarked feeders after 50 minutes, and an 
additional 15 minutes, 2 days, and 4 days after each previous test. I found a negative 
relationship between individual blood mercury levels and performance among dosed birds 
at all retention intervals, but this relationship was strongest for the 0.5 ppm treatment, 
suggesting a threshold beyond which additional mercury does no further damage.
Recent research has suggested high blood mercury levels in terrestrial songbirds, 
necessitating studies that will determine the potential injuries caused to them in the wild. 
Other studies have shown that high blood mercury levels caused differences in song and 
reduced reproductive success in songbirds, but mine is the first study to report an impact of 
mercury on spatial memory in birds. Further research should clarify the dosage below 
which no injury is found and whether these effects occur from adult-only exposure versus 
the lifelong exposure studied here.
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Introduction
1.0 Mercury
Mercury is a naturally occurring silver-white metal present in 
geological formations across the globe (usually extracted from cinnabar 
ore) and exploited for many different uses (e.g., chlor-alkali production, 
industrial measurement equipment, and pharmaceuticals). It is the only 
metal liquid at room temperature and occurs in many different physical 
and chemical forms, organic and inorganic. The three main chemical 
forms of mercury (hereafter Hg) are elemental (HgO), divalent inorganic 
(Hg(ll), and methylmercury (MeHg), but it can form different chemical 
species depending on variables such as pH, temperature, redox, and 
alkalinity (Lindqvist and Rodhe 1985; Eisler 1987).
1.1 Mercury cycle
The leading sources of anthropogenic Hg emissions are fossil-fuel 
combustion, incineration, metallurgical processes and chlor-alkali plants 
(Pirrone et al. 1996) and on a local scale, artesinal gold mining can be a 
significant contributor. Natural emissions can occur during volcanic 
eruptions or through evaporation of the ocean, but about two-thirds of 
current annual emissions are due to anthropogenic sources (Driscoll et al 
2007). Depending on the form airborne Hg can remain in the atmosphere
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from 0.5-2 years, potentially dispersing up to thousands of kilometers 
(Lindqvist and Rodhe 1985; Driscoll et al. 2007). The capacity of Hg 
vapor to travel has been implicated as the cause of high levels of Hg 
concentrating in areas remote from any Hg releasing sources (Fitzgerald 
et al. 1998; Morel et al. 1998). Once exposed to the environment, Hg will 
enter into soil particles or water via dry deposition, precipitation, or direct 
dumping of effluent from industry (Eisler 1987). In soil and sediment it 
can remain from thousands to millions of years (NAS 1978). Its half-life 
depends on factors such as its chemical form, what it is bound to, and its 
environment. Hg can also cycle back and forth between seawater and the 
atmosphere via precipitation and volatilization (Morel et al. 1998).
1.2 Methylmercury
Under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions, Hg can be 
methylated via abiotic or biotic processes (Clarkson et al. 1984; Eisler 
1987). Certain conditions increase the formation of MeHg such as high 
acidity, anoxic zones in wetlands or lakes, high temperature, water flow, 
low alkalinity, and the presence of sulphur-reducing bacteria (Clarkson et 
al. 1984; Zillioux et al. 1993; Boening 2000; Driscoll et al. 2007). In the 
chemical form of MeHg, it becomes more lipid soluble and capable of 
entering into membranes and hence the tissues of living organisms (Beijer 
and Jernelov 1979). Environments that have more microbial conversion of
3
inorganic Hg to MeHg, like wetlands, have more MeHg production 
(Marvin-DiPasquale et al. 2003; Hall et al. 2008). Organisms living near 
sources of high Hg emissions or in areas where sequestration of 
atmospheric Hg deposition is high (i.e. acidic swamps) are at an increased 
risk to high-level exposure.
1.3 Biomagnification
Organisms directly exposed to methylated Hg are not the only ones 
being affected by the contaminant. Hg can be accumulated indirectly 
through eating organisms that have been exposed or have eaten exposed 
organisms. This is called biomagnification, and it occurs due to the 
absorption and accumulation of MeHg into the organs and tissues of living 
organisms (Morel et al. 1998). The process of biomagnification exposes 
organisms higher on the food chain to higher Hg levels and greater risk to 
potential harmful effects of Hg. One example of biomagnification is a 
study performed in Lake Murray, Papua New Guinea on fish, seston, and 
plant specimens, key components of the lake’s food web. Bowles et al. 
(2001) found that the lowest concentrations of Hg were found in the plant 
specimens, intermediate levels were detected in the fish that fed on 
plankton, and the highest levels were found in the piscivorous fish. These 
results suggest that higher trophic-level organisms have more potential for 
exposure to dangerous levels of Hg, and that mobile organisms can
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potentially carry it to areas that do not have a direct contaminant source. 
For these reasons, research on Hg has been subject to an important, 
continuous effort of scientists assessing the types and levels of damage 
contaminants cause to living organisms.
1.4 Organisms and Hg: dangers
Bioaccumulation and exposure to MeHg in the environment causes 
a range of negative health effects on organisms from fish and birds to 
humans. These effects range from damaging the developing central 
nervous system, decreasing reproductive success, and impairing learning 
and memory, to the extremes of inducing mortality (Clarkson 1987, Day et 
al. 2005; Weiss et al. 2005; Scheuhammer et al. 2007).
One well-known case of human exposure to MeHg occurred in 
Minamata, Japan. An industrial source leaked wastewater containing 
MeHg into Minamata Bay. The people who ingested the fish and shellfish 
within this bay developed symptoms ranging from ataxia, dysarthria, 
lesions of the brain, and even death (Harada 1995; Tsubaki and 
Irukayama 1977; Doi et al. 1984).
Studies also show Hg having a large range of effects on different 
organisms. Hammerschmidt et al. 2002 found that Hg decreased gonadal 
development and reproductive effort in female fathead minnows 
(Pimephales promelas). Male mummichogs (Fundulus heteroclitus)
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exposed to Hg had decreased survival rates, and their offspring had 
decreased reproductive success (Matta et al. 2001). On a visual 
recognition memory task, infant crab-eating macaques (Macaca 
fascicularis) exposed prenatally to Hg did not perform as well as controls 
(Gunderson et al. 1986). In plants, Hg has been found to affect 
photosynthesis and germination as well as to cause growth inhibition and 
cellular damage (Patra and Sharma 2000; Ortega-Villasante et al. 2005).
1.5 Occurence of Hg
Contamination sources occurring within a defined area close to a 
source are termed point sources. Though not all are contaminated by Hg, 
an estimated 300,000 sites in Western Europe are contaminated by point 
sources (Prokop et al. 2000). Brownfields (post-industrial point sources) 
are estimated to number approximately 450,000 in the United States 
(Cuomo 1998). Although point contaminations are a problem within the 
environment in specific areas, the capacity of Hg to volatilize back into the 
atmosphere and potentially travel far distances before re-deposition 
causes it to be a global problem.
1.6 Hg and birds
Studies show that the most sensitive period for Hg toxicity is during
development (Scheuhammer et al. 2007). Hg exposure during 
development has been shown to decrease hatching success as well as
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chick survival (Albers et al. 2007; Ackerman et al. 2008). Adult Hg 
exposure studies show effects ranging from impaired nesting and 
incubation behaviors, to reduced egg laying, lethargy, and mortality (Berg 
et al. 1966; Heinz 1976; Barr 1986; Eisler 1987; Scheuhammer 1988; 
Evers et al. 2008;). It is difficult to conclude from non-experimental “field” 
studies if Hg exposure during adulthood is the cause of Hg injury seen, 
unless individuals were known to have had no prior exposure to Hg, as 
per some dosing studies.
Hg affects different bird species at different levels. One study 
found that zebra finches fed on the same dosing treatment as black ducks 
(Anas rubripes) and mallards (Anus platyrhynchos) showed symptoms of 
Hg toxicity while the ducks did not (Scheuhammer 1988). Factors such as 
body size, migration, trophic level, and physiology all can affect Hg 
uptake, accumulation, and sensitivity (Eisler 1987; Scheuhammer 1988; 
Henny et al. 2002; Eagles-Smith et al. 2008, Heinz et al. 2009).
1.7 Hg: Accumulation in tissues, and elimination from the body
Like other higher trophic organisms, birds obtain Hg through
ingestion. From the gastrointestinal tract it gets absorbed into the 
bloodstream and distributed among organs and tissues, including actively 
growing feathers, kidney, liver, muscle, and brain (Boening 2000; Spalding 
et al. 2000a; Eagles-Smith et al. 2008). Some Hg within the body can be 
de-methylated by the kidneys, liver or spleen (Spalding et al. 2000a;
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Henny et al. 2002). Some evidence suggests that selenium may protect 
against Hg toxicity in adult birds, but more research is needed (Eisler 
1987; Henny et al. 2002). Other routes of Hg secretion include egg laying, 
defecation, and feather growth (Lewis and Furness 1991; Lewis et al.
1993; Boening 2000; Spalding et al. 2000b; Fournier et al. 2002). Lewis 
and Furness (1991) reported that approximately 49% of MeHg in black­
headed gull chicks (Larus ridibundus) was excreted into their plumage, 
and 22% into their feces. Like accumulation, Hg elimination differs among 
species, and amount of elimination can depend on factors such as age, 
stage of development, and molting (Monteiro and Furnesss 2001a; 
Monteiro and Furnesss 2001b; Fournier et al. 2002).
1.8 Hg and insectivorous bird species
Though initial field studies regarding birds and Hg focused on 
piscivores, recently researchers have encountered a number of 
unexpected organisms with Hg exposure, including forest songbirds 
(Evers et al. 2005; Cristol et al. 2008; Brasso and Cristol 2008; Hallinger 
et al. 2009). Recent work on the potential effects of Hg contamination has 
been conducted on songbirds living along the contaminated South River in 
Virginia. This river was contaminated by industrial mercuric sulfate used 
as a catalyst in acetate fiber production from 1929-1950 (Carter 1977). 
Since then, research has been funded to investigate the damage Hg may
be causing to the organisms living in the contaminated areas. Research 
has found that even the terrestrial songbirds have high levels of blood Hg, 
decreased reproductive success, and altered song (Cristol et al. 2008; 
Brasso and Cristol 2008; Hallinger et al. 2009). However, little is known 
about Hg’s effect on their cognitive abilities or the specific levels of Hg 
associated with their negative symptoms.
2.0 Spatial memory
Spatial memory refers to an organism’s ability to remember spatial 
information associated with goals within the environment. Visually, 
organisms use two types of cues to locate goals (e.g. food, water, or 
nests) within their environment: proximal and distal. Proximal cues, also 
called beacons, refer to cues that are part of or nearby a goal within the 
environment. An example of a beacon that a hummingbird might use is the 
bright red color of a flower. Beacons that are not visual include chemical 
or auditory cues. However, an organism would have to be within the 
sensory range of a beacon for its exploitation. Distal cues are cues like 
landmarks, which are not near the goal (Shettleworth 1998).
Two separate and distinct forms of memory systems allow 
organisms to relocate goals in the environment: egocentric and allocentric 
localization (Shettleworth 1998; Lavenex and Lavenex 2009). Egocentric 
localization is a representation of space based on the organism’s body
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position as a frame of reference. Dead reckoning, where an animal keeps 
track of its location with respect to a known location, is an example of 
egocentric localization. Animals that relocate goals using egocentric 
localization like memorized algorithms (e.g., turn left, then right) or 
proximate cues (e.g., return to the red feeder instead of the yellow one), 
are not using spatial memory, which requires some form of cognitive map 
and compass mechanisms. Allocentric localization however, uses spatial 
memory. It is when the representation of space relies upon the objects 
constituting the environment as a spatial frame of reference (i.e. a 
constellation of landmarks). If an organism using allocentric localization 
remembers where an object is located, changing their starting location or 
position en route would not change its ability to locate the item. If 
egocentrically locating an item, the organism would generally follow the 
same path or direction to get to the object, regardless of initial position. 
These two forms seem to not be controlled by the same areas of the brain. 
Egocentric location of an object seems to depend on the integrity of the 
parahippocampus, while allocentric location depends on the integrity of 
the hippocampus (Lavenex and Lavenex 2009).
2.1 Spatial memory and the hippocampus
Studies involving the removal or damage of the hippocampus 
revealed spatial memory deficits, linking this structure’s integrity to spatial
10
memory performance (Vicente et al. 2004; Bischof et al. 2006). This 
structure has also been linked with motivation (Davidson and Jarrard 
1993). The link of the hippocampus to spatial memory has been made in 
birds as well as mammals (e.g., mice, rats, and monkeys) suggesting 
functional similarities of this structure across taxa (Gunderson et al. 1986; 
Patel et al. 1997; Vicente et al. 2004; Bischof et al 2006). One classic 
case showing hippocampus involvement with memory was the case of a 
patient known as H.M. He was the victim of a partial temporal lobe 
resection (i.e. lobotomy) that damaged the hippocampus and the 
hippocampus gyrus, and he experienced spatial memory impairments 
(Scoville and Milner 1957). All patients that suffered damage to the 
hippocampus suffered symptoms of memory loss or impairment. Among 8 
patients with damage to the hippocampus, H.M. had the most 
hippocampal damage and the greatest spatial memory impairment.
Though structure does not always necessarily indicate function 
(sometimes non-homologous structures share the same function), there is 
evidence of structural homology between the avian hippocampus (also 
known as the hippocampal formation) and the mammalian hippocampus. 
Both structures share many of the same connections, in particular with the 
septum, hypothalamus, brainstem monaminergic nuclei, and telencephalic 
sensory processing areas (Casini et al. 1986). They both contain many of 
the same cell types (e.g., pyramidal cells; Muller et al. 1986) similar
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neurotransmitters (Krebs et al. 1991), and origin in the embryonic 
forebrain (developing telencephalon; Kallen 1962 cited in Macphail 2002).
Ontogenetically, the dentate gyrus and the hippocampus proper are 
the earliest structures in the medial temporal area to be recognizable 
during embryonic development (Swanson et al. 1987). If the hippocampus 
develops earlier than other structures within the brain, it would be exposed 
to environmental toxins for a longer period than other structures.
Therefore, damage to this structure may serve as an indicator of injurious 
levels of toxins by measuring performance in spatial memory or possibly 
motivation. However, it would be more difficult to calculate injury to this 
structure via behavioral techniques (without the use of lethal techniques). 
On the other hand, measuring changes in reproductive success and 
survival in the field would be the best way to directly calculate populational 
injury, but would be difficult to link back to hippocampal damage. The 
approach used here is an attempt to test behavior that is likely to affect 
fitness and is also likely linked to specific anatomical areas of the brain, so 
that knowledge can be applied towards making progress in either direction 
-  mechanistic or ecological.
2.2 Spatial memory and birds
One type of cognition that is an important component of songbird 
fitness is spatial memory. Spatial memory would be necessary in using
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nest locations, territory boundaries, and resource locations (Sherry et al. 
1993; Hampton and Shettleworth 1996; Burke and Fulham 2003; Cristol et 
al. 2003; Feeney et al. 2009). Experimentally spatial memory has been 
demonstrated in food caching and non-food caching birds (i.e. zebra 
finches) alike (Clayton 1998; Cristol et al. 2003; Bischof et al. 2006; 
Pravosudov et al. 2006). It has been shown that different species use and 
depend on spatial memory for different aspects of their natural history and 
to different degrees.
The most studied and potentially most obvious spatial memory 
behavior required in some bird species is food storing (i.e.caching) and 
retrieval. The Clark’s nutcracker (Nucifraga Columbiana) can cache up to
33,000 food items per year and remember locations up to nine months 
later (Baida and Kamil 1992). Boreal bird species have been shown to 
cache up to 500,000 food items in a year (Pravosudov 1985 cited in 
Pravosudov and Clayton 2002). After hippocampal lesions, however, birds 
will readily cache food items but lose the ability to relocate them (Sherry 
and Vaccarino 1989; Hampton and Shettleworth 1996). The capacity to 
navigate by non-spatial cues like color (i.e. beacon) were not affected by 
hippocampal lesions (Hampton and Shettleworth 1996).
Parasitic bird species use spatial memory to locate host nests. 
Brown-headed cowbird females (Molothrus ater), which search and
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relocate host nests, have larger hippocampal volume compared to the 
males, which do not (Sherry et al. 1993). In parasitic species where both 
the males and females search and relocate host nests, no differences in 
hippocampal volume are found (Reboreda et al. 1996).
Hippocampal volumes also vary between non-migratory and 
migratory birds. In one study garden warblers with more experience (in 
migration) and age had larger hippocampal volumes (Healy et al. 1996). In 
spatial memory tasks, migratory dark eyed juncos (Junco hyemalis 
hyemalis) outperform non-migratory juncos (J. h. carolinensis) (Cristol et 
al. 2003). Though hippocampal volume has been used as an indicator for 
the degree of spatial memory use, there is some controversy with the 
issue of any specific advantages created by the volume enlargement (as 
opposed to specific changes in cells). Also, there have been some 
disputes on the validity of lesions in studies being true indicators of the link 
between the hippocampus and spatial memory (Healy 1995; Macphail 
2002).
2.3 Hg and spatial memory
Hg has negative impacts on the hippocampus in learning and 
memory tasks in mammals (Gunderson et al. 1986; Dore et al. 2001; 
Vicente et al. 2004;). If Hg has these negative effects in mammals, it may
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also affect other organisms (i.e. birds) that use the same structure for 
spatial learning as well.
Many studies with rodents have observed negative effects of Hg on 
the organism’s spatial memory. Both pre- and post-natal exposure to 
MeHg have been found to decrease rat and mouse performance-in spatial 
memory tasks like the Morris water maze and the standard T maze, tests 
commonly used for testing spatial memory (Dore et al. 2001; Gao et al. 
2008; Liu et al. 2009). Other spatial tests have revealed no effect from Hg 
exposure on rats and mice (Rossi et al. 1997). Differences may be due to 
different methodologies or exposure periods (i.e. exposure during 
development or high levels of exposure may be the only way to cause 
injury to spatial memory). Differences may be attributable to the 
differences between egocentric versus allocentric use of the brain in 
performing the spatial memory tasks (Lavenex and Lavenex 2009).
However many studies show Hg having a negative impact on the 
hippocampus, and both in mammals and birds the hippocampus has been 
verified to be a key structure in regards to spatial memory (Martin et al. 
2005; Bischof et al 2006; Dillon et al. 2008). These findings make it a 
worthy endeavor to find the effects of Hg on spatial memory of organisms 
that would require it for their survival and fitness. Though Hg has. been
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shown to have negative effects on spatial memory in mammals, none 
have yet looked at its effect on avian spatial memory.
Research question
This study examined the effects of Hg on spatial memory of 
developmentally exposed zebra finches. Detrimental effects of Hg have 
been observed on spatial memory in other organisms with functionally 
similar brain structures to birds (Dore et al. 2001; Gao et al. 2008; Liu et 
al. 2009). My study was a test of whether these effects are manifest in 
songbirds exposed to Hg. I dosed adult finches with Hg, paired them, 
raised their young on the same Hg levels, and then trained and tested the 
young within a specific age range on a spatial memory task. I predicted 
that Hg dosed individuals would not perform as well as control birds on 
spatial memory tasks.
Why research this topic?
Recent research on terrestrial songbirds at a Hg-contaminated site 
has detected high levels of blood Hg, decreased reproductive success, 
and altered singing behavior (Cristol et al. 2008; Brasso and Cristol 2008; 
Hallinger et al. 2009). Reproduction and song are only two essential 
components to a bird’s fitness. Due to a bird’s reliance on spatial memory 
for relocating food, nests, predators and other important features of the
16
environment, spatial memory is essential to its fitness and survival as well. 
Spatial memory is essential for birds and has been linked to migration 
(Cristol et al 2003), food storing (Hampton and Shettleworth, 1996), 
location of nests by brood parasites (Sherry et al 1993), and timing of 
revisits to replenishing resources (Burke and Fulham 2003; Feeney et al 
2009).
Significance
Mercury can cause problems with spatial memory tasks in other 
organisms such as rats and mice. Because there is strong anatomical as 
well as functional similarity in the brain area that processes spatial 
memories in both birds and mammals (hippocampus), the effect of Hg on 
mammalian spatial memory predicts a similar response in birds. This 
study is the first attempt to determine if environmentally-relevant levels of 
ingested Hg can negatively impact spatial memory in songbirds. These 
results may contribute to future management decisions for acceptable 
levels at contaminated sites, as well as a better understanding of how Hg 
affects the brain and fitness of all vertebrates.
Predictions
1. Birds dosed with methylmercury will perform worse on spatial 
memory tasks than birds that were never exposed to mercury.
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Specifically, treated birds will require more attempts to spatially relocate a 
food item from memory.
2. If spatial memory in passerines is impaired by methyl mercury, then 
there will be a correlation between Hg dose and performance. I tested 
birds exposed to diets with either 0.5 ppm or 1.0 ppm methyl mercury as 
well as a control group eating the same food but treated with only the 
aqueous vehicle. Because there is variability in Hg level between 
individuals on identical dietary treatments, I was able to compare range of 
blood Hg as well as the three treatment groups.
Materials and methods 
Overview of the project design
To test the effects of developmental exposure to Hg on spatial 
memory of terrestrial songbirds, I tested zebra finches exposed to Hg 
throughout life on spatial memory tasks in a large spatial arena. The 
arena included 3 constant spatial cues, 10 feeders, a center perch, and 2 
retention cages on opposite walls. The retention cages were small bird 
cages that were visually isolated from the rest of the arena. To test the 
spatial memory of the birds, they were given the task of locating the 1 
feeder that contained food among 9 other empty feeders. They were 
motivated to search via a food deprivation period of 2 hours prior to
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testing. After first locating the food, each test subject was held in 1 of the 2 
retention cages for specified time intervals (either 50 minutes or 15 
minutes after relocating the food from the 50-minute test), or in its home 
cage for longer retention intervals (2 or 4 days) before its re-release into 
the arena. Spatial memory was quantified by the accuracy of the 
individuals in remembering the original location of the food (i.e. number of 
incorrect feeders visited).
Zebra finch as a study species
Zebra finches are small ground dwelling passerines in the 
Estrildidae family. Their native habitat includes grasslands and forests 
throughout Australia, where they predominately feed on grass seeds. 
Zebra finches make an ideal study species because of their capacity to 
breed year round and the ease with which they can be kept in small 
cages. Wide use in experimental studies (including some spatial memory 
experiments and many neuroethological studies), complete mapping of 
their genome, and the existence of a brain atlas makes them an ideal 
study species for the sort of experiment described here (Bischof et al. 
2006; Stapley et al. 2008).
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Home cages and bird care
Forty-nine zebra finches were used in the experiment. They were 
banded and kept in same-sex, same-dose 45.7L x 45.7W x 76.2H cm wire 
mesh cages in a temperature controlled room on a 14-h light: 10-h dark 
light cycle. Opaque partitions separated cages. Diets were as follows: 
Ten control birds (6 males and 4 females) on a 0.0 ppm Hg diet, 11 birds 
(6 males, 5 females) on a 0.5 ppm methyl Hg chloride diet, 8 birds (3 
males, 5 females) on a 0.5 ppm methyl Hg cysteine diet, 9 birds (4 males, 
5 females) on a 1.0 ppm methyl Hg chloride diet, and 11 birds (5 males 
and 6 females) on a 1.0 ppm methyl Hg cysteine diet. Fresh vitamin- 
enriched water, calcium grit, and dosed seed were available ad libitum 
(with the exception of food deprivation periods before trials). Every cage 
contained cuttlebone for beak conditioning and calcium. Birds were 
acclimated to eating seed from 3 (13L X 7.6W X 7.6H cm) differently 
patterned and colored feeders, which were built from flavored-coffee 
containers with squares cut out for food access (for details on the feeders 
see Cristol et al. 2003). Once all individuals were acclimated to eating 
from the feeders, 1 was kept empty while the others were kept full. Each 
day I switched the 3 feeders around so that the empty container was 
never in the same position. This was done to acclimate the birds to seeing 
empty feeders alongside filled feeders.
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Arena
The arena where birds were trained and tested was in a separate room 
from the home cages, but kept at the same temperature. It consisted of a 
2.4L X 1,5W X 1,8H meter area with 2 small 43L x 30.5w x 23H cm cages 
(termed retention cages) mounted on opposite sides of the arena, 1.2 
meters above the ground (Figure 1a). The purpose of these cages was to 
provide a place where the birds would voluntarily enter and exit to enforce 
a retention interval in which they had to remember an unseen spatial 
location. The retention cages were covered with black plastic and tape 
along the sides and bottom to visually isolate them from the arena. Small 
fluorescent light bulbs were attached to the top of the retention cages, and 
a control switch ran outside of the cages and arena to the observation 
area. The observer could control the lights and the opening and closing of 
sliding doors on the retention cages by a pulley system wired to the 
observation area. The remotely controlled lights and sliding doors allowed 
the observer to lure the test subject into the retention cage and then trap it 
inside, or to allow it to exit into the arena without human disturbance. The 
observation area was a dark enclosed area behind 2 reflective “one way” 
windows (Figure 1b).
The walls and ground of the arena were covered with black plastic, 
with 6 (15 X 122 cm) strips of corkboard affixed to opposite sides of the
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arena to serve as attachment sites for feeders (Figure 1c). Feeders were 
placed on 15 X 14 cm platforms (with perches) that hooked into the 
corkboard. I marked 8 permanent positions on the ground using a small 
piece of black tape, and 24 permanent positions on corkboards using a 
brown marker, yielding a total of 32 possible feeder positions within the 
arena (Figures 1c -1e). Three permanent spatial cues were placed within 
the arena: 1 red and white flag on a wall, 2 black calcium grit containers 
with blue grit next to a silver water dish against the wall on the ground, 
and another yellow water dish next to a cuttlebone in a yellow holder in a 
corner on the ground (Figure 1b).
Twenty identical feeders, (identical in dimensions to those in their 
home cages but completely white) were made for the testing arena, and 
each one was identified by one of the letters A through T on the bottom of 
the feeder. Each of the feeders (only ten at a time) could be placed in 1 of 
32 positions within the arena (Figure 1e).
Figure 1a. Diagram of the top-down view of the arena. The circle 
represents the location of a perch, and the squares represent the locations 
of the retention cages.
Figure 1b. Top-down view of the arena plus cues and observation area. 
Red boxes indicate the locations of the fixed spatial cues, the long blue
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rectangles are the observations windows, the blue square is the door, and 
the black area was the dark, enclosed, observation area.
Figure 1c. Diagram showing feeder positions on the floor and walls, 
marked by x’s. The black rectangles represent the positions of the 
corkboard strips where feeders were hung on the walls. The image to the 
right of the arena is a view of the side wall, showing a head-on view of a 
corkboard strip (circled in red).
5 ft
8 f t
Figure 1d. Complete top down view of the arena.
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Figure 1e. Diagram showing an open box view of the arena. The floor is 
the center box, and the walls are the remaining boxes. The circle 
represents the center of the cage, where the perch was located. The 
numbers represent feeder locations within the arena.
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Acclimation
One to 3 weeks prior to training birds were presented with a new 
preferred food item, millet, alongside their normal reconstituted, fruit- 
flavored pellets. Since the preference of food items varied among 
individuals, the food used during trials and tests was a 1:1 mix of fruit 
blend seed to millet. The food used during testing was the same Hg 
dosage as the bird’s normal diet. This was done to prevent any dilution of 
their blood Hg levels throughout testing.
Within 2 weeks of training initiation, every bird was randomly placed 
with a companion bird of the same sex and dose into the arena for 2 days 
to acclimate to the large area, eating from the feeders, and foraging both 
on the ground and on the elevated perches. On the first day, 6 white 
feeders were placed on the ground, and on the second day the same 6 
feeders were placed above ground. Only half of the feeders contained 
food so that birds would become accustomed to encountering empty 
feeders and continue searching for the filled one. Birds were being tested 
within 3 days of the 2-day acclimation period.
A Trial
A trial is defined as: 1) placing an individual into 1 of the 2 retention 
cages and depriving it of food for 2 hours, 2) releasing it into the arena
from the retention cage, 3) observing until it located the hidden food item, 
4) allowing it to eat the food item for 30 seconds, at which time the arena 
lights were turned off and the opposite retention cage (different from the 
one it was released from) lights turned on, 5) chasing it into the lit 
retention cage 6) isolation for a defined period of time in the retention 
cage, and 7) release back into the lit arena to re-locate the food item, of 
which they were given up to 5 minutes to eat (Figure 2). The process of 
releasing the birds into the arena to locate the food for the first time (the 
initial release) was termed Phase 1. This was the phase in which the bird 
would be expected to search randomly for the food item. The last step, 
when the bird was re-released into the cage and allowed to re-locate the 
food item after a retention interval, was termed Phase 2. For training and 
up until the first test, trials occurred every other day for every individual. 
During retention intervals all 10 feeders within the arena (letters A-J) 
would be switched with identically positioned feeders (letters K-T), the 
main perch (which is the perch they flew to after being released from the 
retention cages) would be rotated about 90 degrees to the right, and any 
remnants of food or feces from Phase 1 swept away (Figure 2). This was 
done to ensure that clues on the feeders and floor, or the individual’s 
starting position, were not being used to re-locate the rewarded feeder. 
The perch was rotated 90 degrees in addition to using the alternate 
retention cages, because many birds would quickly reposition themselves
back and forth on the perch. Rotating 90 degrees ensured that they would 
not be approaching a feeder using the same path previously taken.
Located food Re-located food
/ Z Searching in Km Retention j  arena tw  _ cage 2 I Searching in arena ,
2 hours 50 min.
switch feeders, rotate perch, 
sweep floor
i
Phase 2
Figure 2. Timeline of a single trial. The first time the food is located, the 
bird is only allowed 30 seconds to eat, but during Phase 2 the bird is 
allowed to eat until full or up to 5 minutes.
Training
Birds had to be trained that: 1) only 1 feeder will ever contain food, 
2) after Phase 1 the same feeder position will contain the food, and 3) 
different feeder arrangements on different days signify a change in the 
food’s location. To do this, I had the birds go through many trials until 
each individual could pass certain criteria indicating that they were 
learning the task. Since zebra finches are gregarious species, they also 
had to be trained to search for the food on their own. This was achieved 
by first training them in pairs (this was called Level 1 training) then training 
them alone (this was called Level 2 training).
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Training consisted of white feeders being randomly placed in 10 of 
the 32 possible positions within the arena. Each possible position was 
assigned a number so that more than 50 unique, random preselected 
feeder arrangements could be generated. Only arrangements that had at 
least 1 feeder present on each wall were used. Since the birds would 
have to undergo 2 levels of training, 20 of these unique arrangements 
were assigned to Level 1 training, and 20 were assigned to Level 2 
training. Each bird received the same trials in the same order (3 trials for 
each level), with the exception of those that required the addition of 1 
more trial, arrangement 4, in Level 1 training. For Level 2 training, some 
birds required 1-3 additional trainings sessions (arrangements 4, 5, and/or 
6 respectively) to pass a level. Trials used for each level are presented in 
Tables 1a and 1b. Only 4 for the first level and 6 for the second level are 
shown, because no bird required more than those arrangements for each 
training level.
Level 1 training
In the first level of training, birds were randomly paired with birds of 
the same dose type and level. Each pair had to go through at least 3 
trials. The Phase 1 of these trials started with 3 feeders containing food to 
increase the chances of the birds locating food. In Phase 2, only the 
feeder they located in Phase 1 would contain food. To pass a trial both
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birds had to actively search for food within 45 minutes of their initial 
release into the arena (Phase 1) and within 20 minutes of their re-release 
into the arena (Phase 2), and both birds had to successfully relocate the 
food within an hour on Phase 2. Each pair had to pass at least 2 trials to 
proceed to Level 2 training. They were given additional trials until they had 
passed at least two.
Level 2 training
When birds passed criteria for Level 1 training, they would begin 
Level 2 training on the next trial day (trials occurred every other day).
Level 2 training was the same as Level 1, with the only differences being 
that birds were no longer in pairs for trials and only 1 feeder in Phase 1 
contained food. The birds were tested alone, because it was expected 
that their familiarity with the arena would allow good performance without 
a companion to reduce fear. Only 1 feeder in Phase 1 contained food for 
Level 2 training, because birds had successfully completed 2 trials by this 
point (behaving as if they knew that food was present in one of the feeders 
if they keep searching for it). Criteria to pass Level 2 was the same as 
passing Level 1, with the exception that now the bird had to complete 2 
trials successively. After successfully completing 2 trials in a row, a bird 
was advanced to testing.
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LEVEL ONE A rra n g e m e n ts  (1 -4 )
Position 1 4 10 13 16 18 21 24 27 30
P I Feeder A B C D E F G H I J
1 P2 Feeder K L M N 0 P Q R S T
Position 5 7 9 12 14 17 20 23 26 32
P I Feeder J I H G F E D C B A
2 P2 Feeder T S R Q P 0 N M L K
Position 2 6 11 15 19 22 25 28 29 31
P I Feeder A B C D E F G H I J
3 P2 Feeder K L M N 0 P Q R S T
Position 3 8 9 16 20 21 23 26 30 32
P I Feeder J I H G F E D C B A
4 P2 Feeder T S R Q P O N M L K
Table 1a. Level 1 feeder arrangements. This table shows each 
arrangement’s feeder position as well as which white feeder was.- in that 
position during each phase. Phase 1 is P1, Phase 2 is P2, and A-T were 
the white feeders. The gray highlights are where food was located on the 
first phase (depending on which was found, only that feeder was refilled 
on Phase 2).
LEVEL TWO A rra n g e m e n ts  (1 -6 )
Position 2 3 7 10 13 15 20 24 27 31
Phase 1 Feeder A B C D E F G H I J
1 Phase 2 Feeder K L M N 0 P Q R S T
Position 1 4 8 12 14 17 20 21 27 31
Phase 1 Feeder J I H G F E D C B A
2 Phase 2 Feeder T S R Q P 0 N M L K
Position 3 5 7 10 14 19 22 26 30 32
Phase 1 Feeder A B C D E F G H I J
3 Phase 2 Feeder K L M N 0 P Q R S T
Position 4 5 6 10 12 14 20 23 25 29
Phase 1 Feeder J I H G F E D C B A
4 Phase 2 Feeder T S R Q P O N M L K
Position 5 8 9 15 16 20 23 26 27 29
Phase 1 Feeder A B C D E F G H I J
5 Phase 2 Feeder K L M N O P Q R S T
Position 3 6 8 10 15 20 21 23 28 32
Phase 1 Feeder J I H G F E D C B A
6 Phase 2 Feeder T S R Q P O N M L K
Tablelb. Level 2 feeder arrangements.
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Testing
After passing criteria for Level 2, birds began testing the next trial 
day. A randomly chosen feeder arrangement (among the original 50) was 
assigned to the tests (Table 2). Individuals went through 3 different tests, 
which differed in the retention interval, or amount of time required to 
remember the location of the food item (Figure 3a). On the first day of 
testing birds performed Test 1. Test 1 followed the same procedure as 
Level 2 training but with the addition of a Phase 3 (Figure 3b). This time 
the bird was allowed to eat for only 30 seconds after it relocated food in 
Phase 2, then it was chased back into a retention cage. The purpose of 
Phase 3 was to determine if a shorter retention interval combined with an 
additional opportunity to learn the original spatial location would improve 
performance. In Phase 3, the individual remained in the cage for 15 
minutes before being released for a third time into the arena. When it 
located the food for the third time, the bird was allowed to eat until satiated 
or for 5 minutes (whichever came first). Two days later the bird would be 
tested again using the same feeder arrangement and rewarded location 
(Test 2). Like every trial, the bird remained in the retention cage for 2 
hours before being released into the arena. It was released from the 
opposite retention cage it was last released from, and allowed to relocate 
the food item based on its memory from 2 days before (Figure 3c). As 
usual, after locating the food the bird was given 5 minutes to eat. Four
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days later birds were given Test 3. This test followed the same procedure 
as Test 2, but this time the bird had to remember the location for 4 days 
(Figure 3d).
Testing  A rra n g e m e n t
Position 2 3 4 7 10 13 17 22 25 29
Phase 1 Feeder A B C D E F G H I J
Phase 2 Feeder K L M N 0 P Q R S T
Phase 3 Feeder A B C D E F G H I J
Test 2 Feeder K L M N 0 P Q R S T
Test 3 Feeder A B C D E F G H I J
Table 2. Feeder arrangement used for testing.
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Level 1 training Level 2 training Testing
Figure 3a. Timeline showing the progression from Level 1 training to Test 
3. The gray boxes represent Level 1 training, the white boxes are Level 2
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training, and the blue boxes indicate testing. Depending on the individual, 
more gray or white boxes would have been added if training was not 
complete.
Located food Re-located food Re-located food
L Retention cage 1: q I 
2 hours
ZSearchingJW Retention/ Searching i f F^etentiorT^earchingj® I in arena §§  cage 2 I  in arena /  /  cage 1 /  in arena /  /
Phase 1 I ”  Phase 2 I . Phase 350 min 
switch feeders, 
rotate perch, 
sweep floor
15 min. 
switch feeders, 
rotate perch, 
sweep floor
Figure 3b. Timeline of Test 1, showing the addition of Phase 3.
Test 1 Re-located food
Searching 
in arena i2 Days in home cage Retention cage/ .
Test 2-
2 hours
Figure 3c. Timeline of Test 2 with respect to Test 1.
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Test 1 Test 2 Re-located food
Searching 
in arena i4 Days in home cage Retention cage/ .
Test 3
2 hours
Figure 3d. Timeline of Test 3 with respect to Test 1 and Test 2.
Data collection
Every bird had its own data sheet with its band number, sex, dietary 
dose, and data collected from every trial. Data that were collected from 
every trial included: date, trial number, location of correct feeder, whether 
the bird had to be forced out of or into a retention cage, the beginning time 
of a trial (when the bird flew out of the retention cage), the time of the 
individuals first attempt to go look for food (marked by flight toward a 
feeder or movement from the top perch to the lower perch or floor), the 
first feeder that was checked, time first feeder was checked, time the 
correct feeder was located, the order in which feeders were checked as 
well as the route taken, food preference, and whether or not the individual 
passed the trial. A check was counted for the elevated feeders if the 
subject flew to a perch, was within 14 cm of the feeder, and oriented its 
head toward the opening of the feeder. A ground feeder check was 
counted if the subject was within 14 cm of the feeder, within 45 to 130 
degreed of the feeder’s open side, and it oriented its head toward the
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opening of the feeder. These measurements were determined via 
preliminary studies, where observations could be made about the 
distances where the subjects were seeing the food. Time was measured 
using a stopwatch. Food preference was determined by observing the 
color of food fragments left after the last phase of a trial (the fruit’blend 
seed was red, yellow, and green as opposed to the light beige millet).
Blood Hg levels of finches
Forty-nine young zebra finches were acquired from adult pairs on 
0.0 ppm, 0.5 ppm, and 1.0 ppm diets of methyl mercury cysteine or methyl 
Fig chloride. I collected blood from every bird about once every 3 weeks 
by puncturing the cutaneous ulnar vein with a 30 gauge needle. About 1/3 
of one 75 pL heparinized capillary tube was acquired, sealed with Crito- 
caps®, then stored in a freezer (-25°C) until analysis. Mercury levels in 
food and blood were determined at William and Mary with a Milestone 
DMA-80 direct mercury analyzer (DMA) using cold vapor atomic 
absorption spectroscopy. The average of every individual’s blood levels 
over the course of the experiment (3 measurements, 1 taken pre-, 1 mid-, 
and 1 post-testing) was used for regression analyses, and reported as 
parts per million (ppm) wet weight (ww). Blood that was taken within 3 
weeks of the individual bird’s first trial day was considered a pre-study 
measure. Blood that was taken at any point during training or testing was
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considered a mid-study measure, and blood that was taken within 3 weeks 
after testing was considered a post-study measurement.
Statistical analysis
Statistical tests were performed using SPSS. Non-normal data 
were log transformed, and a repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) and simple regressions with multiple comparisons were used for 
analyses. The significance level for all tests used a  < 0.05. Unless stated 
otherwise, I report means as +/- standard deviation.
All birds were able to pass training stages. However, 2 outliers 
were removed from analyses. Outliers were determined by multiplying the 
standard deviation of the number of feeders checked during a phase by 2, 
then adding 6.6, which was one plus random chance (1 + 5.5). Random 
chance was the midpoint of the number of feeders that could have been 
checked during a phase (1-10). If a number was higher than this cutoff, 
the individual was not used during analysis. The cutoffs for Phase 1,
Phase 2, Phase 3, Test 2, and Test 3 were 32,14,11,13, and 12 visits 
(feeders checked) respectively. The outliers removed were one male from 
the 0.5 chloride treatment and one male from the 1.0 cysteine treatment. 
Because both outliers were Hg treated birds, their removal for poor 
performance makes the results more conservative.
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Results 
1.0 Blood Hg levels during study
Blood Hg of control birds prior to the start of training was 0±0.00 
ppm (mean ± standard deviation; n=10). Bird blood from the 0.5 treatment 
was on average 7.5±1.70 ppm (n=18) prior to training, and birds from the
1.0 treatment was 14.52±2.92 ppm (n=19). During testing blood Hg of 
control birds was 0.02±0.01 ppm, 0.5 birds was 8.53±1.79 ppm, and 1.0 
birds was 15.43+3.18 ppm. Post-study blood levels of the controls was 
0.02+0.01 ppm, 9.05±1.94 ppm for the 0.5 treatment, and 15.85±3.77 ppm 
for the 1.0 treatment. Levels of every individual pre- and mid- testing are 
shown in Figure 4. Blood Hg levels of every bird from September 8, 2010 
until February 23, 2011 are presented in Appendix B. Since blood levels 
remained constant within the treatments, blood averages of pre-, mid-, 
and post-testing were averaged to create 1 value for every bird. For all 
birds these values were above the detection limit of the DMA (0.005 ng).
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Figure 4. Blood Hg in ppm of birds in all treatments pre- and mid-testing.
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2.0 Spatial memory performance: sex , Hg type, motivation, and 
training
As seen in Appendix G, time to begin searching was extremely 
variable. All but one of the variables in the three tests shown (Test 1 
Phases 1 and 2, and Test 3) have standard deviations larger than the 
means.
No significant performance differences were detected between 
sexes in a within-subjects contrasts test (N=47, F141=0.001, P=0.979) or a 
test of between-subjects effects (N=47, F141=0.426, P=0.517) regarding 
number of feeders checked. No significant performance differences were 
detected between sexes in a within-subjects contrasts test (N=47, 
F14i =0.002, P=0.963) or a test of between-subjects effects (N=47, 
F141=0.054, P=0.818) regarding distance traveled. No significant 
performance differences were detected between sexes in a within- 
subjects contrasts test (N=47, Fi ,4i =0.391, P=0.535) but a test of 
between-subjects effects was close to significance (N=47, Fi ,4i =3.807, 
P=0.058) regarding time searched. Females trended toward searching 
longer.
I had to create a separate model for Fig treatment type (cysteine 
versus chloride), because it was conflated with dose. A within-subjects 
contrast test for Hg type showed no significant differences in a test of
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within-subjects contrasts (N=37, Fi ,35=0.079, P=0.781) or a test of 
between-subject contrasts (N=37, F i,35=0.717, P=0..403) for number of 
feeders checked. A within-subjects contrast test for Fig type showed no 
significant differences in a test of within-subjects contrasts (N=37,
Fi,35=0 .004, P=0.949) or a test of between-subject contrasts (N=37, 
F135=0.089, P=0.768) for distance traveled. A within-subjects contrast test 
for Fig type showed no significant differences in a test of within-subjects 
contrasts (N=37, F135=0.214, P=0.647) or a test of between-subject 
contrasts (N=37, F i)35=0.904, P=0.348) for time searched.
Because some birds required more training than others, the 
number of training trials was compared between all treatments. The time 
of day birds were tested also varied and was compared between all 
treatments. The number of training sessions individuals required before 
testing did not differ (N=47, F 2 ,44 = 1.16, P = 0.322) and neither did the 
time of day individuals were tested (N=47, F 2 ,44 P = 0.212), so it is 
expected that the birds performed differently on the spatial memory tasks 
due to their differences in blood Hg levels rather than time of testing or 
amount of training to meet criteria.
2.1 Spatial memory performance: z scores and visual data
Since no memory performance differences were detected between 
sex or Hg type, all birds were grouped together under three treatments:
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control, 0.5 Hg, or 1.0 Hg (Appendix C). The control treatment group 
performed better than expected if they had been randomly searching on 
all retention phases other than Phase 1 (which required random 
searching) (Figure 5; Appendix D, all Z<-1.6). Both Hg treatment groups 
performed no better than expected for random search on all tests except 
Phase 3, (0.5 ppm treatment: Z= -3.25; 1.0 treatment Z= -2.732), in which 
there was a 15-minute retention interval after relocating food for the 
second time in Phase 2. However, the 1.0 treatment as well as the 
combined Hg treatments performed better than expected for random 
search in Test 3 (1.0 treatment: Z=-2.428; combined Hg treatments:
Z = -1.906), though their average number of feeder checks was twice the 
number of the control birds. The high treatment group appeared to 
perform slightly better than the low treatment group both in Phase 2 but 
more notably in Test 3, but Bonferroni multiple comparisons analysis 
showed no significant differences between the Hg treatments (P=1.000; 
Figure 5).
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Control
Figure 5. Spatial memory performance, determined by comparing number 
of feeders checked to the tests (differing in retention times). Error bars 
represent 95% confidence interval. T1:P1 is Test 1 Phase 1, T1:P2 is Test 
1 Phase 2, T1:P3 is Test 1 Phase 3, T2 is Test 2, and T3 is Test 3.
2.2 Spatial memory performance: using statistical analyses
Treatments (dose) were compared using number of feeders 
checked, total distance searched, and time taken to locate feeder. Data 
were not normally distributed, so they were log transformed. A repeated 
measures ANOVA was used to analyze results. A test of within-subjects
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contrasts for number of feeders checked was not significant (N=47, F2,4 i = 
1.841, P = 0.171).A test of between-subjects effects for number of 
feeders checked was significant (N=47, F2]41 =15.661, P = 0.000009). A 
Bonferroni multiple comparisons analysis showed significant differences 
between the control and both the 0.5 treatment (P = 0.00002) and the 1.0 
treatment (P=0.00001), but there were no significant differences between 
the Fig treatments (P = 1.000).
A test of within-subjects contrasts for distance traveled was not 
significant (N=47, F2,41 = 1.936, P = 0.157). A test of between-subjects 
effects for distance traveled was significant (N=47, F2 44 = 9.1, P = 0,001). 
The Bonferroni multiple comparisons analysis showed significant 
differences between the control and both Fig dose treatments (P = 0.001), 
but there were no significant differences between the Hg treatments (P = 
1.000).
A test of within-subjects contrasts for time taken to locate feeder 
was not significant (N=47, F2>44 = 0.533, P = 0.591). A test of between- 
subjects effects for time taken to locate feeder was also not significant 
(N=47, F2,44 =2.348, P = 0.108).
3.0 Comparing blood Hg levels to performance
Blood Hg levels were compared with total number of feeders 
searched, distance traveled, and time to locate correct feeder for every
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testing phase. Data were not normally distributed, so they were log 
transformed. Using repeated ANOVA regression models (Figure 6), blood 
Hg was found to be significantly related to the number of feeders searched 
for Test 1 phase 2 (N=47, F1]46 = 10.53, P = 0.002), for Test 1 phase 3 
(N=47, F1 46 = 14.44, P = 0.00004), for Test 2 (N=47, F1i46 = 17.71, P = 
0.00001), and Test 3 (N=47, F ii46 = 4.67, P = 0.036) but was not 
significant for the random search portion, Test 1 phase 1 (N=47, F ii46 = 
3.99, P = 0.052). Using the same analysis, blood Hg was found to 
significantly relate to the total distance searched for Test 1 phase 2 (N=47, 
F1i46 = 6.17, P = 0.017), for Test 1 phase 3 (N=47, Fi,46 = 8.40, P = 0.006), 
for Test 2 (N=47, Fi,46 = 11.74, P = 0.001), and Test 3 (N=47, Fi,46 = 4.74, 
P = 0.035) but not for Test 1 phase 1 (N=47, F146 = 1.08, P = 0.304).
Using the same analysis, blood Hg was found to significantly relate to the 
time of searching for Test 2 (N=47, F146 =6.31, P = 0.016) only.
Blood Hg and Number of feeders checked
Regression Formula r2 SE
T IP I Predicted va ria b le (L O G p h a se l) = .01x +  .676 0 .082 0.21
T1P2 Predicted va riab le (LO G phase2) = .017x +  .48 0 .190 0.21
T1P3 Predicted va riab le (LO G phase3) = .016x +  .4 0 .243 0 .18
T2 Predicted va riab le (LO G te s t2 ) = .022x  +  .482 0 .282 0 .22
T3 Predicted va riab le (LO G te s t3 ) = .011x  +  .542 0 .094 0 .22
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Blood Hg and Distance traveled
Regression Formula r2 SE
T IP I Predicted va ria b le (L O G p h a se l) = .008x + 2 .2 9 0 .023 0.31
T1P2 Predicted variab le (LO G phase2) = .016x + 2 .0 3 0.121 0.27
T1P3 Predicted variab le (LO G phase3) = .017x + 1 .9 4 0 .157 0 .24
T2 Predicted va riab le (LO G te s t2 ) = .024x +  2 .017 0 .207 0 .29
T3 Predicted va riab le (LO G te s t3 ) = .013x +  2 .069 0 .095 0 .25
Blood Hg and Time searched
Regression Formula r2 SE
T IP I Predicted va ria b le (L O G p h a se l) = - .0 0 7 x + 2 .1 9 0 .004 0 .65
T1P2 Predicted variab le (LO G phase2) = .013x + 1 .7 2 0 .021 0 .56
T1P3 Predicted variab le (LO G phase3) = .009x + 1 .6 7 0 .007 0.67
T2 Predicted va riab le (LO G te s t2 ) = .037x  +  1 .635 0 .123 0.61
T3 Predicted va riab le (LO G te s t3 ) = .006x  +  2 .006 0 .003 0.67
Figure 6. Regression analyses of estimated measures to bloog Hg levels. 
T is test, P is phase, r2 is r squared value, and SE is standard error.
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Figure 7. Comparison of blood Hg level and performance.
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Discussion
1.0 Blood Hg levels and performance: number of feeders checked
Though some overlap was seen between birds in the low and high 
treatments and all treatments did show a slight increase in Hg level over 
the course of the experiment, blood Hg levels within every treatment 
remained within separate ranges of none, medium, and high. This 
suggests that despite variable individual responses to treatment, the dose 
levels of the treatments were different enough to create 2 distinct blood 
level groups of Hg and these were distinct from controls.
Hg blood levels did not relate closely to performance in any of the 
retention phases for the control treatment in number of feeders checked, 
but it did relate to performance of Hg treatments groups (Figures 6 and 7, 
Appendices E and F). When comparing blood Hg in birds within 
treatments to their performance, it was clear that as blood Hg increased 
within each of the Hg treatments, performance significantly decreased on 
all testing phases except for Test 1 Phase 1 (random search for filled 
feeder). Performance on this test, which involved no memory, was not 
related to Hg levels, as was expected. These results suggest that higher 
levels of Hg exposure impact performance on spatial memory tasks more 
than lower exposure levels.
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Within the 0.5 ppm treatment group there was a very strong 
relationship between blood Hg and performance. This may be an 
indication that this level of Hg may be near some type of threshold level 
for Hg to cause injury to spatial memory. Individuals with blood Hg levels 
around five ppm may perform as well as birds not exposed to Hg, but 
higher blood levels seem to decrease performance in spatial memory 
tasks (Figure 8). Though the P-value of the relationship between blood Hg 
and performance for the 1.0 treatment was significant, the r-squared value 
was low. This indicates that after this threshold is passed the extent of 
damage is at a point where it can no longer show a decrease in spatial 
memory performance, because the individual is already searching at 
random.
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♦  Hg 0.5 
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Phase 3
P <0.001, n=18
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Figure 8. Performance in relation to blood-Hg levels in Testl Phase 3. 
Graphed results are similar to those of Testl Phase 2, Test 2, and Test 3 
(Appendix E).
1.1 Blood Hg levels and performance: distance traveled
As expected, increased blood Hg significantly increased distance 
traveled. This makes sense, as more feeder checks would require 
traveling a greater distance. Again, among treated birds, Test 1 phase 1 
was the only one to not reveal a significant relationship between Hg and 
performance, as expected. This result suggests that in the wild a Hg 
exposed individual with higher blood Hg levels would be covering more
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distance, therefore expending more energy, to obtain the same resources 
in the wild.
1.2 Blood Hg levels and performance: time searched and time to 
start searching
Time taken to start searching for food was not different between 
any of the treatment groups for any tests. This suggests that a difference 
in performance on tests was not due to differences between treatment 
groups in hunger or motivation to feed (Appendix G).
The time each bird took to search for the food did not agree with 
the results on number of feeders checked and distance traveled. With 
control birds traveling less distance and checking fewer feeders, it was 
expected that the time taken to locate the feeder would also be less, but 
there was no difference between any of the treatment groups. Lack of 
differences in time searched could suggest that the treated birds somehow 
made up for lost time when trying to locate the filled feeder. However, 
sound interruptions from outside the arena during testing caused some of 
the birds to pause for extended periods of time, and I believe this created 
so much variation between individuals that no result could be detected 
(Appendix G). Search time may have been more susceptible to the noise 
disturbances as compared to starting time, being that there was less time 
for a noise disturbance to occur during the few seconds a bird typically
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took to start searching. Since only 5-minute chunks of time were noted for 
birds not actively searching, and the reason was not always noted, no 
other reliable time measure could be used. For future experiments it would 
be useful to have a separate stopwatch keeping track of only active 
searching time.
2.0 Spatial memory
Using opposite retention cages (as well as turning the central 
perch) between phases was done to prevent the use of non-spatial visual 
cues (seeing the food without visiting the feeder) or egocentric location or 
memorized algorithms (e.g. food is in the third feeder on the right), 
ensuring that individuals would require the use of their hippocampus and 
spatial memory to perform the tasks. All feeders were swapped and any 
debris created during a trial was cleaned between retention phases to 
further prevent individuals from using any of these as cues during the 
subsequent test.
All birds were able to complete the spatial memory tests, but two 
individuals from Hg treatment groups were removed due to their extremely 
high number of visits to incorrect feeders. Removal of these individuals did 
not alter any conclusions from the study, considering they both were from 
Hg treatments and not performing well. Retaining these outliers would 
have skewed the results more in favor of the predicted conclusions. It
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would have also increased the standard deviation, which is why they were 
removed.
2.1 Treatment and number of feeders checked
As predicted, Hg treated birds performed significantly worse on 
spatial memory tests. No treatment performed better than chance on 
Phase 1, as expected, but control birds performed better than chance on 
every phase and test thereafter. On the easiest task, Phase 3 of Test 1, all 
birds were able to perform better than chance. Performance fell back to 
random chance on Test 2 for the Hg groups, but the high treatment group 
returned to better than chance on Test 3. This may be due to the fact that 
the birds were seeing the same feeder arrangement for the fifth time, but it 
does not explain why the low treatment group was still locating the feeder 
by chance on Test 3. It may be possible that the low treatment group birds 
were expecting the food to be in a new location on Test 2, based on the 
fact that it was a new testing day. They may have learned from training 
that the food is in a new location on a different day, versus the fopd is in a 
new location when the feeder arrangement is different. If Hg impairs 
learning, then it would make sense that the highest Hg birds may not have 
even learned this incorrect rule (given their greater injury from Hg). 
Therefore, on Test 3 the 0.5 group may have performed worse due to 
them expecting the food to be in a new location on a different day. This
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would not however, explain why control birds did not adapt the same 
strategy. Another potential explanation is hormesis, a toxicological term 
referring to a low dose stimulation and a high dose inhibition. Though this 
topic is highly debated, it may be possible that the higher dosed 
individuals started to perform better over time due to some type of 
mechanism within the body alleviating injury caused by the Hg. The most 
probable explanation, however, is that individuals in the 1.0 treatment 
performed better simply due to chance on Test 3.
Statistically there were no within-subjects contrasts of the treatment 
groups, indicating consistent patterns of all birds over time. This indicates 
that the behavioral phenotype was changing over time, consistent with 
learning. Every treatment group showed a rapid decline in number of 
feeders checked from Phase 1 to Phase 3, then performance began to 
decline on Tests 2 and 3. Tests of between-subjects effects were 
significant, implying that there was a significant difference between the 
general performance of the controls versus the Hg treatments. Bonferroni 
comparisons showed that there were no differences between Hg 
treatments, but there were differences between both Hg treatments and 
the control. Thus, it can be interpreted that Hg was causing the birds to 
not perform as well on the spatial memory tasks.
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No differences were observed between the Hg types (P=0.403, 
0.768, and 0.348 for feeders checked, distance moved, and time searched 
respectively) or sexes (P=0.517,0.818, and 0.058 for feeders checked, 
distance moved, and time searched respectively), indicating that similar 
damage must have occured despite the form of Hg (MeHg cysteine versus 
MeHg chloride), and sexes have equivalent damages from Hg with regard 
to spatial memory. Though the near significance of time searched for 
sexes could suggest there may be a sex difference, it is likely due to 
chance since it was not observed in any other measure.
2.2 Treatment and distance traveled
As predicted, Hg treated individuals traveled farther to locate the 
correct feeder than controls. The control group traveled on average about 
half the distance of the Hg groups (Table 3 and Figure 9). No differences 
were observed between treatment types and sexes, but standard 
deviations were high. Distance traveled is one way that the results of this 
study (Hg causing reduced memory for spatial information) can be linked 
to fitness costs. Traveling twice as far to get the same food reward (or 
less) would be a high cost for birds under food or time limited 
circumstances.
Statistically, the results from distance traveled lead to the same 
conclusions as the number of feeders checked. The treatment groups
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followed the same learning trend over time, meaning bird performance 
increased from Phases 1-3, then started to drop again from Test 2 to Test 
3. Once again the control birds were performing significantly better on all 
tests, but no significant differences were seen between the Hg treatments. 
These results show that birds exposed to Hg traveled farther to locate the 
same feeder. Since the controls made fewer visits to other feeders, it 
makes sense that the distance they moved would also be less. No 
differences were observed between sexes of treatment groups in distance 
traveled (N=47, F141=0.054, P=0.818), implying that Hg has the Same 
effect on males as females. Average distances were highest in Phase 1, 
as would be expected in random searching, but variation was high within 
treatments.
In Phase 1 of the control treatment the female average distance 
was twice that of the male, but the female 1.0 MeHg cysteine average 
distance was half the amount of the males (Figure 9 and Table 3). Most 
likely these differences are caused by the low sample sizes of each group. 
Variation could have also been caused by sound disturbances coming 
from outside the arena room. If birds were fearful of any sounds, they may 
have taken a slightly longer, less direct route to get to the correct feeder.
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Figure 9. Comparison of spatial memory performance between sexes and 
Hg types, using distance moved. Error bars represent 95% confidence 
interval. Control females and males, 0.5 treatment females and males,
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and 1.0 treatment females and males are cf, cm, If, Im, hf, and hm 
respectively. Cysteine birds are cs and chloride birds are cl. Distance is in 
inches, and P1, P2, P3, Day 2 and Day4 are the different tests.
3.0 What is a “safe” level of Hg for birds in the wild?
Birds used in this experiment were living in a more predictable, less 
stressful environment than what a bird would naturally encounter in the 
wild. Home cages were small, food and water were constantly available, 
and there was an absence of natural predators. The only unusually 
stressful instances experienced by the experimental birds were being bled 
once every three weeks, food deprivation periods before trials, and the 
trials themselves (the task of locating food every other day). In the wild a 
bird would be subjected to locating food every day, weather fluctuations, 
predators, intra- and interspecific competition, and energy constraints 
induced by such encounters and requirements. Even the spatial memory 
task was quite simple compared to those normally faced in natural 
situations. In nature, birds would make many trips away from a nest within 
a day to locate food items for themselves as well as any offspring, 
remember and avoid the locations of dangerous areas where predators 
normally inhabit, and prevent aggressive conspecific encounters by 
remembering territorial boundaries. Food-caching birds would have to 
store enough food and remember their locations to get through winters,
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and migrating species would need to remember stopover resting sites or 
wintering grounds to survive the winter and the highly demanding journey.
While the results from this study suggest that birds living in Hg 
contaminated areas during development will be injured and suffer from 
spatial memory problems, the Hg levels in this experiment may be much 
higher than the loewest levels that cause harm in the wild. Based on the 
blood Hg and performance measures, birds showing the lowest blood Hg 
levels in the 0.5 ppm treatment group seemed to not be harmed by the 
Hg, as they were performing similar to the control group. As a whole this 
treatment group performed significantly worse than the controls, 
suggesting that Hg levels would need to be lower than 0.5 ppm in prey 
items in order to prevent damage to spatial memory of birds in the wild. 
Further studies however, would be required to determine the dose at 
which all individuals have blood Hg levels below 5 ppm, and more 
importantly, whether this level has fitness consequences for free-living 
birds.
My opinion is that the “safe” dietary level for Hg is far below the 0.5 
ppm used here. This is based on several factors: some individual birds 
excrete Hg differently than others and have different Hg blood levels 
despite the same exposure, some species are more sensitive to Hg than 
others, and wild organisms face more stressors and their spatial memory
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use is more demanding. More research is needed to determine other 
important factors influenced by Hg exposure during development in birds 
as well as the actual dose level at which birds can be exposed and not 
suffer memory deficits before a confident number can be determined as a 
“safe” level of Hg in the environment.
4.0 Bird species and Hg-induced loss of memory
As mentioned, birds utilize spatial memory for activities from 
relocating nests and food to migration. If exposure to Hg during 
development is causing injury to the spatial memory of birds, certain 
species may especially be impacted. For instance, certain species from 
the families Paridae and Corvidae, like the Clark’s nutracker (Nucifraga 
columbiana), rely on stored caches for survival (Vander Wall and Baida 
1981; Bendekoff and Baida 1997; Pravosudov 1985 cited in Pravosudov 
and Clayton 2002). If locating one visible feeder among nine empty 
feeders was difficult for Hg-injured birds, locating hidden food caches in 
the open field environment might prove impossible for food-caching 
species. Offspring of individuals at contaminated sites might therefore 
never survive the winter. Species that rely on spatial memory during 
migration might also suffer higher mortality rates than non-exposed 
individuals, considering the high energetic costs to migration. If these 
species are also not able to store enough fat reserves as other individuals,
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due to their inability to relocate food resources by memory, they Would not 
be likely to survive the flight to their wintering grounds. Parasitic species 
that rely on nest relocation for their fitness may also see population 
declines.
Unless food is scarce, species that use spatial memory for just 
relocating food may not be as impacted by Hg. These individuals would be 
able to forage randomly and survive. However, if these individuals had 
nestlings, their fitness might be lowered as a result of foraging inefficiency. 
All species would be impacted in regards to predator avoidance. If 
individuals with Hg-induced loss of memory cannot remember to avoid 
certain dangerous areas within their environment, they would not be 
expected to survive as long.
5.0 Possible mechanisms: effect of Hg on the brain
Mercury is a known neurotoxin and shown to bind to many sites in 
a cell and even cause DNA damage via strand breaks (Costa 1991). The 
threat of Hg lies within its affinity for sulfhydryl groups, which exist in most 
proteins (Eisler 1987; Clarkson 1987). When Hg tightly binds to these 
areas on proteins, it can alter the structure and/or potentially inhibit certain 
enzymatic properties of those proteins. Cellular swelling caused by the 
inhibition of a transmembrane potassium gradient, neuronal death, and
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inhibition of cell division may also occur through MeHg exposure (Ascher 
et al. 1990; Wolfe et al. 1998). It is therefore not surprising how Hg could 
be affecting the hippocampus and ultimately the spatial memory in birds 
exposed during development. During development, if certain critical cells 
are destroyed, then it could result in abnormal or missing tissues or 
structures necessary for normal function. Results from this study suggest 
that a sufficient amount of the hippocampus is being damaged to prevent 
the normal use of spatial memory in these birds.
6.0 Conclusions
This is the first study to determine effects of realistic levels of 
ingested Hg on spatial memory in songbirds. All other research on Hg and 
spatial memory come from studies on mammals, indicating that 
developmental exposure can decrease performance of exposed 
individuals on these tasks. Though birds and mammals evolved from 
distantly related groups of reptiles, both have evolved brain sizes over a 
factor often larger than living reptiles and utilize spatial memory in their 
environment for fitness and survival. My results indicate that Hg exposure 
during development has an effect on the spatial memory of a bird species, 
Taeniopygia guttata. Mercury decreases the spatial memory for 
individuals, making them travel farther to locate the same resource. The 
strongest effect of individual blood level on performance was seen at the
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0.5 ppm treatment, suggesting that this may be near the threshold of 
blood Hg levels and spatial memory impairment in this bird species. 
Future studies should investigate the blood Hg levels that impair spatial 
memory in the wild, and at what levels other native species are affected. 
Then “safe” Hg level limits (in regards to spatial memory) in the . 
environment can be determined and adjusted to a limit applicable to 
terrestrial songbirds.
Appendix A. General units of Hg concentrations.
1 ppm=1000 ppb
ppm= mg/kg; microg/g; ng/mg; microg/g 
ppb=microg/kg; ng/g
Appendix B. Blood Hg (ppm) of birds from September 8, 2010 until 
February 23, 2011. Every line represents an individual bird.
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Appendix C. Comparison of spatial memory performance between sexes 
and Hg types, using number of feeders checked. Error bars represent 
95% confidence interval.
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Appendix D continued.
Z scores were computed by taking the observed mean and subtracting 5.5 
(random chance feeder checks for ten possible feeders), then dividing by 
X (X was given by the square root of the product of the variance divided 
by n).
Variance was given by the equation (r (A+1-r)(N+1)B/(A+1)2(A+2), where 
N=total number of storage sites, A=number of storage sites that contain 
food, B=number storage sites that do not contain food, and r=number of 
storage sites sampled that contain food.
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Appendix E. Comparing pre-study blood Hg levels with performance.
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Appendix E continued.
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Appendix E continued.
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Appendix F. Comparing mid-study blood Hg levels with performance.
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Appendix G. Comparison of spatial memory performance between 
treatments by time taken to locate food (first table) and time taken to begin 
searching (second table) in seconds. Standard deviation is given (±).
T re a tm e n t Phase 1 Phase 2 Test 3
S am ple size 
(n)
C ontro l 60 ±  56 124 ±  135 631 ±  820 10
0.5 245 ±  379 260 ±  479 307 ±  333 18
1.0 184 ±  267 270 ±  568 283 ±  460 19
T re a tm e n t Phase 1 Phase 2 Test 3
Sam ple size 
(n)
C ontro l 464  ±  766 71 ±  73 101 ±  64 10
0.5 515 ±  758 200 ±  256 444  ±  590 18
1.0 210 ±  335 129 ±  169 250 ±  299 19
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